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Summary

For thevariance 4 (1 - g2)/(Ar _ j _ 2)of intra-sire regression heritabllity coffi-
cient two estimators canbe obtained byreplacing ^ byits BLuE or by its MLE.
These two estimators arecompared for their relative efficiencies. It isconcluded
that either of the two could be used with equal advantage.
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Introduction

Intra-sire regression heritability (/z®) is considered the most reliable
measure of additive genetic variability in farm animals. The estimate in
this case is obtained by pooling the regression within sire groups in a
weighted average. Prabhakaran and Jain [1] have shown that the usual

expression for variance of is not tenable in view ofthe random samp
ling ofparents involved and suggested a new expression for the uncondi
tional variance and discussed the procedure for its estimation. The esti
mator as proposed by these workers is obtained by replacing ^ = h^l2
in the expression for variance by its unbiased estimate b, the esti
mated intra-sire regression coefficient. The purpose of this paper is to
give a new variance eetimator by using the maximum likelihood estima
tor (MLE) of P in place of P and compare its efficiency relative to the
one proposed earlier. /
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2. The Estimators and their MSE

The expression for unconditional variance as given by Prabhakaran
and Jain [1] is

W = 4(l -pV(iV- s-2) (I)

where,

iV = the number of paired observations

s = the number of sires considered

£(A|) = and P = p =
X

assuming equality in the phenotypic variaoce among progency and
dam

Let Wxa, Wvv be the error line (within sires) corrected sum of squares
of Xand respectively and fVav, the corresponding sum 6f products in
the analysis of covariance based on the usual random linear model,

yij — S{ + ^ Xi) + etj ,

Under the above set-up, the variance estimator of Prabhakaran and
Jain [1] is

Vi (h%) =
4

(N - s -2) 1 - (2)

vhete (WaylWxa) — iis.the usual intra-sire regression coefficient. The
estimator now proposed is,

^2 (N-s -2) 1 - 4 Wy + Wvv)^

obtained on replacing P in expression (1) by its MLE,

2' + W„y)

Bias, Bi due to Vy (hp is seen to be,

(3)
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{N-5 - 2) 1 - EiWllWiJ
(iV - s - 2)

Since £ = J b*f(b)db.

fib)
CTa 1 +

(h - pi* g.'

"gt I - p' J

(AT - » + I)

V (1 - p).5(^1/2, -^^^)

i?, = _ 4 (1 - ?»)/(iV - ^ - 2)

,(1 - P')

For obtaining approximate bias due to {h\) we proceed as follows.
Let

= E (W.y) + er

WM^ = E(W„) + e,

W„^EiW,,) + e.

Noting that,

E (W,y) = (N - s)? a*

E (W<^) ^ (N - s)

EiW„) = (N-5)<i^

2W^, ' = B2£
I W^»+ Wyy J

vhere k = (N — s) po*

' (1 + ejk)*Ii +(ga +gg) P

= p« + (pa/A:») E (gf) - (2^') E (e, «. + gx g.) - iB'im E(el +
+ 2g|gg)

The expectations apprearing in this expression are in fact,

E (gj) = ViW,,) = {N - j) (1 + P»)
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E{el) = V(W^x) ^.2^. j

E (el) ^Viw^y) = 2 (N-^ s)

E (cie,) = Cov TF^)^= 2 (N - s) ? <i«

E (e^ea) = Cov (W^y, Wyy) =. 2iN-s)^o* ,

E (e,es) = Cov (PF,., Wyy} = 2 (N - j) .,.

Accordingly we get

E[4W,J(W,r + Wyy)^] = + (1 - 8 - mN - s)^ndB,

is equal to - 4 (1 — 8 pa - ^*)I{N — s - 2) {N - s) (4)

;Approxiniate variance of (/i2) is, ; V

yw-) +

where

WL
T =

"xx

aT»

j the partial derivative of T w. r. t. etc. and Wxx, Ww and Wm,

are to be replaced by their expectations. ,
This formula on evaluation gives,

(A|)] = 64 fl - p»)/(iV -s-2)^{N- s) (3)

Proceeding in a similar fashion we find,

y[V^ ih%)] = 64 p2 (1 _ p»)2/(jv - j - 2)' (N - s) (6)

The sqared bias being negligible for both Bi and we see that the mean-
squared errors (MSB) involved are equal to the approximate variances of
the estimators given in expressions (5) and (6). It follows immediately
that,
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Efficiency of (A«) = F, (Ap / Vi (A|)

= (1-P») (7)

3. GoiicInsiiiB

It may be observed that when the population heritability (A^) is 0.10
(P = O.OS) the estimator Vil/tg) is as efficient as the MLE based esti
mator Vg (hp and at = 6.8 the efficiency goes down (marginally) to
85%. Butsach highly heritable characters are seldom encountered in
animal breeding work. Hence either of the two estimators could be used
vith equal advantage.
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